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The influence of spatio-temporal resource
fluctuations on insular rat population
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Local spatio-temporal resource variations can strongly influence the population dynamics of small mammals. This is particularly true on islands which are bottom-up driven systems, lacking higher order
predators and with high variability in resource subsidies. The influence of resource fluctuations on
animal survival may be mediated by individual movement among habitat patches, but simultaneously
analysing survival, resource availability and habitat selection requires sophisticated analytical methods.
We use a Bayesian multi-state capture– recapture model to estimate survival and movement probabilities
of non-native black rats (Rattus rattus) across three habitats seasonally varying in resource availability.
We find that survival varies most strongly with temporal rainfall patterns, overwhelming minor spatial
variation among habitats. Surprisingly for a generalist forager, movement between habitats was rare,
suggesting individuals do not opportunistically respond to spatial resource subsidy variations. Climate
is probably the main driver of rodent population dynamics on islands, and even substantial habitat and
seasonal spatial subsidies are overwhelmed in magnitude by predictable annual patterns in resource
pulses. Marked variation in survival and capture has important implications for the timing of rat control.
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1. INTRODUCTION
At all scales, biological communities are regulated by
spatio-temporal resource availability, and these effects
cascade through food webs [1– 4]. Ecosystems on islands
tend to be strongly bottom-upregulated environments,
with marked seasonal and inter-annual variations in
resource availability. This variation can be driven by climatic patterns [5] and marine to terrestrial interfaces in
resource exchange, including seabird-driven nutrient subsidy [6]. The impact of these inputs on population
dynamics can differ among habitats according to resource
quality and availability [7,8]. The population dynamics of
animal populations on such islands are therefore likely to
be strongly driven by spatial and temporal variation in
these resource inputs [9], although the relative contribution of each to community regulation is less well
known [10]. In this study, we are interested in determining the role of spatial (habitat) and temporal (climatic)
resource variation on the survival, movement and
capture probabilities of non-native black rats (Rattus
rattus). We selected a small Mediterranean island,
Bagaud Island, where different types of subsidies were
found in close spatial proximity, to conduct a long-term

capture– recapture survey on the resident introduced
black rat population.
The population dynamics of small mammals are commonly used for studying population regulation processes
and have been well studied in continental systems. In
high-latitude continental systems, where small mammals
have coevolved with high-order predators, predatormediated cycles generally dominate population processes
[11], while in tropical or arid continental regions rainfallmediated cycles appear to dominate [12 – 14]. However,
on island systems lacking high-order predators, the processes governing small mammal population fluctuations
are poorly known.
Small mammals such as rodents have been widely introduced to most island groups throughout the world [15]. At
the population level, introduced rodents are able to exploit a
wide range of resources and establish populations in habitats of variable quality [16–19]. As generalist consumers
and released from natural predators and competitors, they
are expected to show high diet flexibility and respond to
seasonal increases in resource availability [18,20]. Individual movements among habitats can have a particularly
important role in subsidizing rodent population dynamic
parameters, such as population size or survival [10,21,22],
accompanied by dietary shifts [18] and changes to ecological processes, such as seed dispersal [23]. The impacts of
introduced rodents on native wildlife can be devastating
(e.g. [24]) and understanding the processes affecting the
dynamics of their populations on islands is crucial for
implementing effective management actions.
In the Mediterranean, black rats have an ongoing negative impact on island ecosystems [25], including
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predation on land- and seabirds [26] and dispersing introduced plants by invasional facilitation [23]. Over the last
century, Mediterranean islands have shown a marked
variation in spatial and temporal resource availability,
driven by changes in inter-annual rainfall patterns and
by an increase in anthropogenically driven resource
input. Human land-use and its intensity have increased
on many islands, increasing introductions of alien plants,
and providing anthropogenic subsidies to gull populations.
The expansion of succulent plants (e.g. Carpobrotus spp.,
Opuntia spp., Agave spp. [27]) along continental and
island coastal sites of the Mediterranean has provided
new resources to island consumers, especially during
summer, when fleshy fruits ripen [23]. In addition, roosting
and nesting by gulls on offshore islands lead to substantial
changes in native plant [28] and arthropod [29] communities in guano-fertilized areas. Food scraps, cracked
eggs, dead chicks or adults also fuel scavengers. These
changes can interact with one another, possibly leading to
facilitated ecological meltdown on some islands [23]. The
relative influences of spatial subsidies (gulls and succulent
plants) and temporal pulses (rainfall) in regulating
introduced rat populations have never been investigated
on Mediterranean islands.
Previous studies have shown that iceplant (Caprobrotus
spp.) fruits and gull-derived resources are significant
resources for introduced black rats on Mediterranean
islands and that these enriched resources alters individual
growth rates, reproductive output and rat population densities at a local scale [19,23]. We expect that the effect of
resource variation on rat survival will be mediated by
movement among habitat patches. The results of our
investigation provide insight on rodent population
dynamics and regulation, as well as valuable information
to managers seeking to remove introduced rats from
islands. We also demonstrate the power of a novel Bayesian approach for elucidating complex relationships
from ecological datasets. In this study, we make use of
recent advances in modelling of population dynamics
[30 –33] to develop an individual-based approach where
survival depends upon biological (sex and age), temporal
(month) and spatial (habitat) states.

2. DATA
Bagaud Island (4380100 N, 682200 E, 58 ha; 57 m.a.s.l.;
figure 1) is a protected nature reserve in Port-Cros
National Park (southeast France). The climate is temperate Mediterranean, with average monthly temperatures
from 9.58C to 24.78C and monthly precipitation from
1.0 to 151.6 mm (Levant Island Meteorological Office
1998 – 2008). Significant between year variation in climate also occurs, with much drier than average
summers (e.g. less than16 mm of rainfall from June to
September in 2007, table 1). Black rats probably arrived
on Bagaud Island hundreds of years ago when the
nearby Port-Cros Island was occupied by humans
during the Roman period [25], and are the highest
order resident predator on the island.
Black rats were captured over 14 sessions spanning 22
months from April 2007 to January 2009, in 81 permanent trap stations (BTS-Mécanique, Manufrance, Saint
Etienne, France) over three distinct habitats (total area
4.25 ha; total length 500 m). Trapping sessions were
Proc. R. Soc. B

separated by 26 – 122 days, and within each trapping session lasted from three to eight nights. All rats captured
were marked with a unique sub-cuticle pit tag (FDX-B,
IER Paris, France), weighed, sexed, assigned age class
juvenile or adult, and released. We identified three habitats in close proximity and without geographical barriers
(figure 1), but with resources that vary in quality and
availability by season. The gull colony (‘GU’; Larus
michahellis; 1.00 ha) is a ruderal open grassland mainly
composed of a nitrogen-enriched plant community (e.g.
Fabaceae, Poaceae, Juncaceae). The gull habitat has significant levels of guano burn, especially during the gull
breeding season in spring (March – May), when vegetation
cover expands and an increase in the amount of
N-enriched plants, arthropods, food scraps and gullderived items (egg shells and gull feathers) is observed in
rat stomachs [19]. The iceplant habitat (‘IC’; Carpobrotus
sp.; 1.25 ha) is also an open area dominated by a
monoculture which produces large fleshy fruits that
mature during the dry Mediterranean summer ( June –
August) and are largely eaten by rats during that season
of overall poor in situ productivity [19]. Although
resource peaks in both habitats are seasonal, their impacts
can persist throughout the year (e.g. guano burn and
monoculture dominance). The intermediate scrub habitat (‘SC’; 2.00 ha), mainly composed of Pinus halepensis,
Erica arborea, Myrtus communis, Arbutus unedo and Pistacia
lentiscus, provides substantially more canopy coverage, but
with reduced resource availability and a fruit production
period more spread out over the year, thus serving as a
comparative baseline. Reproductive output and densities
fluctuate seasonally across habitats, and the growth rate
of young rats is significantly higher in gull and iceplant
habitat compared with the scrub, especially during years
of low fresh water input [34]. These observations suggest
that both resource availability within each habitat and
rainfall pulses may be significant drivers of black rat
population dynamics. We expect rats would have higher
survival rates in subsidized habitats (gull and iceplant)
and that the seasonal change of resource quality within
habitats would encourage inter-habitat migration.
Owing to the linear configuration of the three habitats,
rats must pass through the scrubland when moving
between gull and iceplant habitats. Radio-tracking confirms rats could move across the entire study area
should they choose [19].

3. MODEL
We constructed an individual effects multi-state model of
capture probability and survival over the 22 months in
our study. Trapping sessions occurred in 14 months
from which we estimate constant nightly capture probability, pj, over kj nights and monthly survival, fj . For
months where no trapping occurred pj is constrained to
zero and fj specified as the previous month. The model
incorporates survival rates and capture probabilities at
each month, and seasonal movement probabilities
between each of the three habitats. Spatial resource
variation is incorporated in the model as fixed effects for
each habitat. Temporal resource pulses are incorporated
in the model as a fixed linear effect for rainfall. We use
only rainfall as a proxy for all climate pulses in order to
avoid over-fitting [35]. Spatio-temporal resource pulses
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Figure 1. Bagaud Island in Port-Cros National Park.
Table 1. Session dates, rainfall (courtesy of Levant Island Meteorological Office), time ti since start of last session, number of
individuals captured ni (total and by per habitat), and the total number of marked individuals Miþ1.
ni
year

month

rainfall

2007

Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec
Jan

12.6
128.0
2.2
1.0
10.2
2.4
24.4
78.6
28.4
91.2
8.0
52.4
56.2
46.0
45.6
1.2
1.0
35.4
57.8
188.4
220.4
110.8

2008

2009

session

season

total

gull

scrub

iceplant

Miþ1

1
2
3
4
5

spring
spring
summer
summer
summer

0
26
36
34
39

53
13
60
54
34

21
3
30
30
17

16
3
17
12
6

16
7
13
12
11

53
61
114
149
159

6

autumn

55

38

14

12

12

169

7
8

winter
winter

54
48

40
43

15
19

12
8

13
16

183
196

9

spring

86

35

14

13

8

208

10
11
12

summer
summer
summer

42
43
42

42
106
49

20
57
33

12
25
9

10
24
7

238
321
334

13

autumn

40

35

16

6

13

340

14

winter

112

91

35

19

37

395

are modelled by the fixed effect interaction term of habitat
and season, i.e. a seasonal subsidy in any particular habitat. In addition to spatial and temporal fixed effects,
survival and capture probabilities may vary with sex, age
and individual random effects.
We use a modified version of Royle [31] to account
for the number of captures within a session. For individual i in month j, we treat xij as the number of times
individual i was trapped out of kj nights in month j.
X ¼ (xij) is the matrix of trapping records, and Z ¼ (zij)
where zij ¼ 1 if individual i is alive in month j,
Proc. R. Soc. B

ti

else 0. Thus for our survival process model, we have the
conditional relationship
zi;j jzi;j1  Bernoulliðzi;j1 fi;j Þ
and for our capture observation model, we have the
relationship conditional on the state process
xi;j jzi;j  Binomialð pi;j zi;j k j Þ:
We wish to make inference on fi;j , survival of individual i
from month j 2 1 to j. We note similarities with Gimenez
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et al. [30] and Schofield et al. [33]. The value of zij is only
partially observed as an individual’s state is only known if
it is captured. Similarly, we treat age class, A ¼ (aij)
(adult or juvenile), and habitat, H ¼ (hij), as partially
observed states dependent on capture. For age classes, we
can impute missing (unobserved) values based on the
well-known rapid maturation of wild rats [36] relative to
our time between trapping sessions. We treat habitat as a
state variable with missing (unobserved) values, upon
which we impose a seasonal transition probability matrix
with probabilities ct,f,g for moving in season t from habitat
f to g between months, where t ¼ spring, summer,
autumn or winter, and where f and g ¼ IC, SC or GU
accordingly [33,37]. Sex, si, is assigned upon first capture.
To account for potential additional individual heterogeneity in survival and capture probability, we included
random effects in our model. Random effects were
assumed to be Normal(0,s 2), but owing to poor mixing
were re-parametrized to the mathematically equivalent
s.Normal(0,1), which speeds mixing by constraining to
the standard normal distribution.
We model the fixed effects, b, of sex, age class, habitat,
season, habitat–season interaction, log10(rain) and individual random effects, e , as covariates on capture and
survival. This is achieved using a logistic generalized
linear-mixed model:


uij
¼ aj þ bsexðiÞ þ bageði;jÞ þ bhabði;jÞ þ bseað jÞ
log
1  uij
þ bhabði;jÞ:seað jÞ þ brain log10 ðrainj Þ þ 1i ;
where u ¼ p or f and the intercept aj ¼ logðu†j =ð1  u†j ÞÞ
(i.e. the average log-odds ratio when all covariates are
zero).
Where the 95% credible interval for the fixed effect
excludes zero, we assume the effect is statistically significant. We estimate the average nightly capture
probability and survival probability for each month incorporating all covariates across all alive individuals, and
then estimate a geometric mean monthly survival across
our entire study. The mean survival estimate is used to
estimate demographic parameters such as mean lifespan
[21/ln(f† )] and maximum age (less than 10% survival)
of rats on Bagaud Island [38]. The entire model can be
conceptually represented by a directed acyclical graph
(figure 2).
Model selection in a Bayesian framework is difficult
when missing data or random effects, both of which we
have, are present in a model specification [33,39]. We
focused on building a biologically realistic model incorporating covariates that are reasonably expected to have
an influence on rodent population dynamics (and where
data were available).
In our population, migration into or out of our study
area during the two year study is confounded with capture
probability and survival, but we assume such movements
on the boundaries are random and rare, only affecting our
precision without bias [40]. We assumed a closed state
population within months, i.e. that an individual did
not move between states (i.e. age or habitats) during
any trapping session. This was not true for some individuals (n ¼ 18, 2.6% of observations) who did move
between habitats within months. For these individuals,
we took the first location of capture as the animal’s habitat
Proc. R. Soc. B
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Figure 2. Directed acyclical graph (DAG) for the Bagaud
Island black rat model where u ¼ p or f.

for that month. Our estimates of capture probability are
only applicable to those n individuals captured within
our study and alive in any given month. Temporary emigration will negatively bias capture probability [41], but
we treat capture probability only as a nuisance parameter.
Confounding in the last session prevents estimation of the
final survival and capture probabilities [31].
Our model formulation gives a total of 79 independent
parameters to estimate, after considering constraints
within our habitat transition matrix (rows sum to one).
Following others [30,31,37], we use uniform priors for
baseline monthly survival rate and capture probability.
Perceivably uninformative priors on coefficients of logistic
models can substantially alter the distribution of the modelled response (bi-modally weighting it towards extremes
[42]). We do not expect survival or capture to change
drastically (greater than +1 on logit scale) with covariates, and so we use conservative prior distributions
appropriate to our binary state variables in order to retain
relatively uninformative prior distributions on survival rate
and capture probability when incorporating covariates (electronic supplementary material, appendix S1); Normal(0,1)
priors for fixed effects parameters and Uniform(0,5) for
random effect standard deviations. Finally, we use a Dirichlet [1] prior for seasonal habitat transition probabilities
(rows sum to one). We ran the model as two chains from
randomly drawn initial values for 55 000 iterations discarding the first 5000 iterations of each chain as burn-in after
which convergence was achieved. We performed model
analysis entirely in WINBUGS v. 1.4, followed by a suite of
standard Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) diagnostics
[43], and testing sensitivity to covariate priors. We considered fixed effects significant if their 95% credible
interval did not include zero [44].

4. RESULTS
A total of 395 individuals were captured 685 times. Average monthly survival estimates ranged from 0.62 to 0.95,
with clear seasonal trends (figure 3; electronic supplementary material, appendix S2). Mean nightly
capture probabilities ranged from 0.03 to 0.32 (figure 3;
electronic supplementary material, appendix S2), and
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Figure 3. (a) Average monthly survival across all habitats and nightly capture probability estimates. Bars indicate 95% credible
intervals (filled circles, monthly survival; plus symbols, monthly capture). (b) Monthly rainfall. April 2007–January 2009
(months indicated).

Table 2. Posterior parameter summaries for fixed and random effects with 95% credible intervals. Fixed effects for habitat –
season interaction are not shown (all not significant).
capture

mean

s.d.

q0.025

q0.975

survival

mean

s.d.

q0.025

q0.975

sexF
ageJ
habitatgull
habitaticeplant
seasonsummer
seasonautumn
seasonwinter
log(rainfall)
sp

0.10
20.58
0.59
0.28
21.61
0.20
0.27
20.63
1.03

0.21
0.21
0.47
0.43
0.67
0.74
0.81
0.18
0.14

20.31
21.00
20.31
20.53
22.86
21.23
21.32
20.98
0.78

0.52
20.18
1.54
1.13
20.22
1.62
1.87
20.29
1.34

sexF
ageJ
habitatgull
habitaticeplant
seasonsummer
seasonautumn
seasonwinter
log(rainfall)
sF

0.10
0.01
20.45
20.38
0.81
0.50
0.55
0.44
0.87

0.24
0.45
0.51
0.50
0.70
0.85
0.82
0.19
0.42

20.36
20.80
21.44
21.41
20.57
21.18
21.05
0.10
0.10

0.60
0.99
0.54
0.58
2.16
2.15
2.13
0.86
1.77

were significantly lower in summer or during high rainfall
(table 2). Juvenile rats had a lower probability of capture
(table 2). Survival was only significantly affected by
log(rainfall) (table 2), although this variable also had high
auto-correlation within the MCMC chains. Neither habitat nor sex had a significant effect on rat survival or
capture probability, and no evidence of a seasonal –habitat
interaction was detected (table 2). The seasonal habitat
transition matrix showed that rats were most likely to stay
within the same habitats between season (c . 0.84),
except in spring when there was increased movement out
of scrub predominantly into gull habitat (figure 4). Estimates of survival rates, capture probabilities, fixed and
random effects were robust to more uninformative prior
distribution specifications (Normal(0,10) for fixed effects,
Uniform(0,10) for random effects). This was despite the
fact that for logistic models more uninformative prior distributions on covariates heavily inform the prior
distribution of the modelled response (electronic supplementary material, appendix S1). Based on our mean
monthly survival estimate, the mean lifespan of rats on
Bagaud Island is 5.74 months (95% credible interval
Proc. R. Soc. B

4.79 –7.01), and only 10 per cent of rats would survive
beyond 13 months.

5. DISCUSSION
Although both spatial subsidies and temporal resource
pulses were regulated by season in our study, the temporal
resource pulse, rainfall, had the strongest effect on survival.
Rat survival increased by a factor of up to 1.6 with intense
rainfall events, which themselves could vary by a factor
of up to 200 from winter to summer. This relationship
was logarithmic (i.e. nonlinear), suggesting that rainfall
immediately enhances rat survival, but this effect rapidly
becomes saturated. These results confirm previous studies
conducted on tropical continental systems that showed a
boost in rodent population dynamics, including individual
survival [13], generated by an increase in primary
productivity lagging behind rainfall pulses, as resource
pulses move through trophic webs [45,46]. However, in
the Galapagos correlations between rainfall pulses and
rodent abundances were not systematic within the same
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Figure 4. Seasonal movement probabilities among habitats
(all s.d. , 0.11). Black bars, to gull; dark grey bars, to
scrub; light grey bars, to iceplant.

island but depended mostly on habitat characteristics, such
as vegetation cover or local climate [47].
In contrast, no consistent effect of spatial habitat subsidies on rat survival was found in our study. Rat survival
tended to be lower in more open gull and iceplant habitats, but with high variation in the estimate of this
effect. The absence of predictable spatial variation in survival may be caused by the seasonal island-wide rainfall
pulses homogenizing micro-habitat differences across
habitats following dry periods. Alternatively, although
the habitats on Bagaud Island differentially subsidize
individual growth rates, reproductive output and densities
[34], they may not significantly alter survival. While seabird-derived resources can substantially enhance the
population dynamics of high-order consumers on arid
islands [9], the effects of seabirds vary among seabirdisland systems, as a result of in situ productivity [48].
Studies of dry islands in the Gulf of California show
that pulsed rainfall events and seabird colonies interact
to influence the growth of plant populations [9], and in
these environments trapping rates of rodent populations
are spatially heterogeneous, and increase by a factor of
1.5 –4 during years of intense rainfall, leading to invasion
of less preferred habitats [7]. In contrast, we found rainfall decreased capture probabilities. Outside of rainfall,
we also found no additional significant effect of season
on rat survival. Following no habitat or season-specific
effects on survival, we also found no evidence of seasonspecific habitat subsidies, although statistical power was
poor for this high-level interaction. The impact of seasonal spatial subsidies could be diffused throughout the
year, for example, where the chemical and physical
disturbances caused by gulls favour the massive establishment of nitrogen-enriched flora [28] and alters arthropod
assemblages over longer periods [29].
Investigating inter-habitat migration of individuals as a
function of shifting intra-annual resource availability is a
key issue for understanding how generalist consumers
Proc. R. Soc. B

stabilize populations and adapt to spatio-temporal variation in availability of resources. This topic has been
addressed for small mammal populations in continental
systems [22,49,50] but has rarely been investigated for
insular rodent populations (but see [7,18]). Overall,
black rats moved very little among habitats tracking
resources, contrary to other consumers that may increase
mobility in response to pulsed resources [4]. The spring
season did show a marked tendency for rats to move
from scrubland to the adjacent gull habitat. This movement almost certainly represents adult rats seeking
better quality resources, rather than juvenile dispersal,
as juveniles were not caught prior to dispersal. Even this
single instance of deliberate migration tracking resources
remained moderate (c ¼ 0.20). With no control on
Bagaud Island, rats exist at high densities and it seems
intra-specific territorial interactions limit the mobility of
individuals, preventing access to high-quality resources
by subordinate animals [19]. This occurs despite rats
being physically capable of traversing our entire study
area, as revealed by distances moved by a subsample of
radio-tracked individuals [34].
Our modelling approach provided a powerful and
sophisticated method with which to simultaneously analyse the effects of spatial and temporal resource
variations on individual survival and movement. We
were able to partition complex model components into
simple conditional components to which we could specify
relationships [32]. We estimated habitat movement rates
independently of survival (sensu [37]). If survival differs
between habitats, then state-transition and survival must
be jointly considered (sensu [51]). However, we found
no significant difference in survival among habitats, and
given the strong posterior weighting towards remaining
in the same habitat, we expect our state-transition
matrix, c, to be a good indicator of movement rates.
Without incorporating the influences of survival and
different habitats from our model, it would have been
impossible to determine movement rates from the raw
trapping data alone (e.g. table 1). We were also able to
estimate capture probability, accounting for different
trapping session lengths. In particular, we found that capture probability was significantly lower in summer and for
juveniles. The random effect for capture probability also
compensated for unexplained heterogeneity owing to
non-random trap placement, where individuals were
exposed to different levels of trapping intensity.
Introduced rats play a major role in island ecosystems.
Not only do they have direct effects on other species, both
as predators (e.g. [24]) and prey [52], but also through
these strong direct effects they have cascading top-down
indirect effects on other ecosystem components, such as
invertebrates [53] and plants [54]. The magnitude of
these indirect effects can also vary spatially [8]. Given
dominant bottom-up regulation of introduced rats on
islands, resource pulses leading to rat irruptions may generate strong direct effects such as extinctions of vulnerable
native species [55], and also indirect effects such as
increased food abundance for higher level introduced predators, where present [52]. On Bagaud Island, the low
probability of movements recorded among habitats dampens the potential for rats to disperse introduced iceplant
seeds over long distances, reducing the potential for invasional facilitation [23]. Our results have direct implications
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for the management of black rat populations on Mediterranean islands. As climate is the main driver of rat survival, the
optimal time for an eradication programme would be during
dry summer months, when the rat population is most limited by fresh water and food resources, even though at this
time rat capture probability is also lowest.
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